




























































 
 
 

My name is Brian Coleman, and I am the CEO of Greenpoint Manufacturing and Design Center, the 
City’s premier non-profit industrial real estate developer of affordable manufacturing space.  We 
purchase industrial buildings and redevelop them for occupancy by small manufacturing businesses.  The 
organization has developed over 700,000 SF of industrial space in Brooklyn and Queens.  We currently 
own and manage six buildings which are home to over 730 manufacturing jobs amongst 126 companies. 
Our tenants include woodworkers, cabinetmakers, display makers, metal workers, and a variety of 
artisanal trades and artists. 

 
As a member of the Industrial Jobs Coalition, GMDC is a part of a network of industrial sector 

advocates, service providers, and developers, collaborating to protect and preserve the manufacturing 
sector in New York City. The Industrial Development Action Plan put forth by the Council seeks to advance 
economic equity and opportunity for every New Yorker. 

 
Industrial businesses comprise the second largest private sector employer in New York City. In 

GMDC’s six buildings alone, our small business tenants generate annual revenues exceeding $101 million. 
Additionally, the average annual salary in GMDC’s buildings is $54,500, nearly twice as much as traditional 
retail and food service jobs. Industrial jobs offer high wages, low barriers to entry, and opportunity 
pathways for workers of non-traditional backgrounds, including a workforce that is 80% people of color 
and 50% foreign-born.  
 

In every borough and in every IBZ, we find examples of innovative businesses that contribute to 
tens of thousands of industrial and manufacturing jobs. The Industrial Development Action Plan seeks to 
solidify these core industrial districts with use-group restrictions and increased industrial FAR that would 
ensure that existing industrial businesses, otherwise at risk of displacement, continue to have a long-term 
future in New York City. We think the growth districts and transition areas should be removed from the 
planning framework to signal that the industrial areas of the city are for industrial businesses.  

 
We also recommend that the current economic development incentives must include a goal of 

optimizing and growing industrial incentives to transform the outdated eligibility criteria, application 
processes, and metrics so that they remain accessible and applicable to today’s industrial businesses. As a 
matter of compliance and to ensure that these goals are met, we encourage the City to stipulate that any 
applicants proposing a ULURP in existing IBZs must identify how their zoning plan aligns with the land-use 
goals of the IDAP.  

 
This is a critical moment to jumpstart comprehensive reform to the City’s existing Industrial Business 

Zones and to ensure the longevity of the manufacturing sector for years to come.  We appreciate that the 
Council has provided this critical moment by crafting an Industrial Development Action Plan and we urge 
the Council to adopt a strengthened version of the plan.   



 

My name is Charles Yu, VP of Economic Development at the Long Island City Partnership (LICP). I am 

here to speak in support of the Industrial Development Action Plans (IDAP). The plans represent crucial 

steps in protecting and reimagining the city’s industrial business zones, ensuring that industrial 

businesses can thrive while advancing economic equity.  

LICP is the neighborhood development organization for LIC. Our mission is to advocate for economic 

development that benefits the area’s industrial, commercial, science and technology, cultural, tourism, 

and residential sectors. The goal is to attract new businesses to LIC, retain those already here, engage 

residents and visitors, and promote a vibrant and authentic mixed-use community. LICP operates the LIC 

Business Improvement District and Industrial Business Zone (IBZ). 

The industrial sector plays a pivotal role in creating a more equitable city. As the second-largest private 

sector employer in NYC, industrial businesses provide middle-class jobs that offer opportunity pathways 

for our diverse workforce. These jobs pay nearly $20,000 more annually than retail positions and nearly 

twice as much as those in the food and beverage industry. Moreover, they contribute to economic 

mobility for our workforce, with 80% of workers being people of color and 50% being immigrants. 

We are very happy to see that the Council is taking a major step now to promote the interests and 

viability of industrial businesses. To ensure the success of the action plans, we urge the Council to 

consider the following recommendations to help strengthen the bill:  

1. Identify Industrial Business Service Providers (IBSPs) as lead partners in the planning process to 
leverage their on-the-ground expertise. 

2. Remove growth districts and transition areas from the planning framework and treat all IBZs as 
core industrial districts.  

3. Protect ground-floor industrial spaces in IBZs to preserve affordability. 
4. Include a goal of optimizing and growing industrial incentives to retain and attract industrial 

businesses and ensure equitable access to industrial space.  
5. Designate the Economic Development Corporation (EDC) as the lead entity for the IDAP 

planning process to help coordinate inputs from all partners. 
6. Strengthen integration with other planning efforts and agencies to meet the challenges in the 

IBZs today, such as zoning, building regulations, and transportation planning.  
 

By placing a priority on the retention and growth of industrial businesses, we have the opportunity to 

create valuable job opportunities and pathways for our diverse workforce, supporting the development 

of a thriving middle class. We deeply appreciate the Council's proactive role in championing this cause. 

With a shared commitment, let us work together to bring a bright and sunny future for the industrial 

sector in our city.  











June 30, 2023

Re: Industrial Development Action Plans

Dear City Council Members,

The Newtown Creek Alliance is a community based non-pro�t dedicated to restoring, revealing, and
revitalizing Newtown Creek - an industrial waterway that borders the North Brooklyn, Long Island
City, andMaspeth Industrial Business Zones (IBZs).

Our organization works to clean the creek of historic toxins and ongoing pollution sources, as well as
reconnect surrounding communities with this inaccessible waterway. Additionally, we seek to preserve
the surrounding areas as industrial and manufacturing zones that are providing accessible blue collar
jobs and essential services that make the nation’s largest city function.

We support the City Council’s e�ort to begin examining ways to improve the function and
productivity of our IBZ, but are here today to speak speci�cally to opportunities for upgrading our
IBZs to better address environmental justice issues, mitigate climate change related impacts, and better
incorporate use and restoration of, as well as access to local waterways adjacent to IBZs. We urge the
council to fully consider how our IBZs can be more than just economic engines, but hubs for greener
and more sustainable uses and opportunities.

The following are speci�c issues and recommendations that should be examined in achieving more
resilient and environmentally positive IBZs:

Green Infrastructure
IBZs typically su�er from a number of severe environmental justice impacts, many of which are
increasing in severity with climate change. These include:

- Extreme heat and urban heat island e�ects;
- Increased rainfall, more intense storms, and local �ooding;
- Lack of wildlife habitat and biodiversity; and
- Poor air quality

These issues are compounded by the physical makeup and composition of the built environment
within IBZs, namely high concentrations of impervious surfaces such as asphalt and concrete parking
lots, extensive sidewalks with little to no tree canopy, and non-landscaped rooftops - which all do very
little to absorb heat and rain.



In the United States, more Americans die from heat waves every year than from all other extreme
weather events combined. According to the 2022 New York City Heat-RelatedMortality Report,
approximately 370 New Yorkers die each year from heat related fatality (nearing the previous year’s
homicide total of 433). As is often the case, the Heat Vulnerability Index created by NYC to identify
communities that su�er the most from extreme heat pulls largely from census/demographic data that
re�ects where people live, not work. Additionally, while the Cool Neighborhoods NYC1 report does
not mention industrially zoned areas in text, the thermal imagery included in the report shows a clear
correlation between the warmest areas of the City and current industrial and manufacturing zoning.

In addition to urban heat island e�ects, impervious surfaces create other issues related to rainfall. For
one, increasing rainfall and more intense storm events are now posing larger �ooding hazards than
previously experienced in the City. Impervious surfaces force stormwater into sewer pipes which are
not designed to handle the volumes of rainfall that storms like Henri and Ida produced in 2021.
Additionally, NYC su�ers from over 20 billion gallons of combined sewage over�ow each year (CSO) -
where untreated sewage is dumped directly into our waterways during rain events. The cause of CSO is
stormwater runo� �ooding the system and overwhelming our wastewater treatment plants. Many of
the most impacted waterways from sewage over�ow are tributary waterways that are near industrial
zones, such as Newtown Creek, Gowanus Canal, Flushing Creek, the Bronx River, andWestchester
Creek. Given the size of large industrial lots, there is a signi�cant opportunity to better manage and
absorb stormwater onsite, helping protect not just the surrounding neighborhoods from costly and
deadly �ooding, but also protecting waterways from the onslaught of untreated sewage.

NYC’s Green Infrastructure program has created over 11,000 curbside rain gardens across the City,
mostly in high priority watersheds. A current, proposed modi�cation under the NY State Consent
Order will allow the City to expand the Green Infrastructure program to non-combined sewer areas,
known as MS4, where many IBZs are located. However, we believe that proposed changes to current
zoning should speci�cally address the need for more green infrastructure and pervious surfaces in the
IBZs.

In addition to stormwater management and extreme heat mitigation, green infrastructure can also be
an e�ective tool to address a major environmental issue present in our industrial areas: poor air quality.
Diesel fueled trucks, proximity to highways, and citing of air fouling operations like concrete and
asphalt plants, metal recycling yards, and fuel storage facilities negatively impact air quality that a�ects
local workers and surrounding environmental justice communities. Increased tree canopy and planted
areas can help mitigate air quality through absorption of particulate matter, and production of oxygen.

Of course, the most e�ective way to improve air quality and reduce pollutants emanating from IBZ
related operations is for the City to implement tighter restrictions and measures to prevent point

1 https://www.nyc.gov/assets/orr/pdf/Cool_Neighborhoods_NYC_Report.pdf
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source emissions. To this end, and in ensuring healthier, greener, and more productive IBZs, we ask
that the city implement the following measures to address air quality:

- Revisit and implement recommendations from the 2014 Open Industrial Uses Study Draft, as
well as addressing and incorporating stakeholder feedback;2

- Pass the proposed city zoning text amendments to restrict the proliferation of last mile
distribution facilities;

- Create an extensive air quality monitoring program to identify point sources for airborne
pollutants including VOCs and Particulate Matter and work with NYS DEC to strengthen
standards on permissible air pollutants

We feel addressing these numerous environmental burdens present in IBZs is necessary not just from a
moral perspective in protecting human health, but also through an economic lens as health impacts
and climate related damage have direct �nancial costs associated with them.

Access and Use of Waterways
Many of the City’s IBZs border public waterways, like Newtown Creek. However, many of the
industrial operations that have waterfront properties along Signi�cant Maritime Industrial Areas, do
not actually use these waterways for commercial purposes. Newtown Creek has 11 miles of shoreline,
but of the over 100 private waterfront properties located here, only nine facilities currently import or
export materials by water. The vast majority of these shorelines are not using the water for commerce,
nor are they creating waterfronts that provide any ecological or public bene�t. The ongoing trend of
industrial businesses literally turning their back on public waterways needs to be addressed.

Currently, developments within industrial zones do not trigger waterfront public access requirements.
We believe that the City is past due in updating these requirements and should implement baseline
requirements to create public waterfront access and/or resilient and ecologically productive shorelines
for any industrial site that is being redeveloped and not utilizing their waterfront for maritime
purposes. The 2022 NYCComprehensive Waterfront Plan acknowledges the need to update industrial
zoning tools to incorporate public access and resilience needs:

“Where industrial uses do not trigger waterfront public access requirements, consider limiting
construction for non-water dependent uses within the area adjacent to the shoreline, to ensure
that near-term improvements do not foreclose future opportunities for public access and
support long-term �ood resiliency planning.”3

As with green infrastructure projects, waterfront public access projects require not just capital
investments but ongoing maintenance. These should be the responsibility of the property owners with

3 https://www.waterfrontplan.nyc/waterfront-public-access
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an option to contract with a city agency or community based organization to perform speci�c work in
ensuring that spaces are accessible, clean, safe, and properly functioning from a horticultural and
ecological perspective.

In closing, we look forward to ongoing conversations about how to better utilize our IBZs not just for
economic bene�ts, but community and environmental improvements as well. In addition to our
recommendations, there is a real need for a more concerted e�ort to de�ne and pursue the actual
elements and allowable uses within a green industrial economy. What are the types of industrial and
manufacturing operations that the City wants to incentivize? How do they both reduce environmental
justice harms and build towards a more sustainable and resilient future that both our planet and
elected leaders are demanding? One example is the opportunity to transition away from the numerous
fuel storage and production facilities that exist in our IBZs and promote opportunities for renewable
energy storage and production that can reduce carbon emissions and help our overburdened energy
grids during the coldest and hottest days of the year. This is a critical opportunity and we ask that
changes to our IBZs not be solely focused on increasing development rights and FARs - but consider
the social, public health, and environmental bene�ts that can also be gained through smart and
comprehensive planning.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Willis Elkins
Executive Director
Newtown Creek Alliance
t: 347-504-6701
e: welkins@newtowncreekalliance.org
www.newtowncreekalliance.org
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June 28, 2023 
 
Re: Industrial Development Action Plan (Intro 1012-2023) 

 
Dear Chair Farías, Chair Salamanca Jr., and Committee Members,  

My name is Brady Meixell and I represent the Southwest Brooklyn Industrial 
Development Corporation (SBIDC).  

SBIDC is a local economic development corporation whose mission is to to 
create equal opportunity that helps the people, businesses, and community of 
Southwest Brooklyn grow. We serve over 1,500 buisnesses across Sunset Park, 
Gowanus and Red Hook. SBIDC urges passage of Intro 1012-2023 which 
establishes Industrial Development Action Plans (IDAPs). 

We want to thank the Committees for considering this legislation, which we 
believe is an important step towards reinvigorating industrial policy and planning 
in New York City, and helping to ensure our industrial sector is protected, 
expanded, and continues to thrive. By encouraging the retention and growth of 
industrial jobs, the City can uphold the livelihoods of the hundreds of thousands 
of New Yorkers who rely on these well-paying quality jobs which are accessible 
across educational backgrounds and provide pathways into the middle class. 

Historically, with the notable exceptions of Gowanus and North Brooklyn, the City 
has neglected thoughtful long-term planning around Industrial Business Zones 
(IBZs). With this in mind, we are excited to see the City considering proactive 
efforts to comprehensively plan for its industrial areas. We believe it is crucial to 
study the IBZs because from a policy perspective, we need to understand the 
growth trajectory of these sectors if we are to effectively train our workforce for 
them.  
 
We believe that IDAPs can help to further unlock the economic potential of 
industrial uses in Southwest Brooklyn and throughout the city by: 

1. Supporting the City’s industrial business service providers (IBSPs) to 
ensure that they can continue to provide the free high-quality services 
that businesses in our areas depend upon. IBSPs are the conduit by 
which SBS provides supportive services to industrial businesses, 
underscoring their critical role.  

2. Examining dated zoning regulations that currently hinder the ability of 
industrial businesses to grow; and 

3. Recommending needed infrastructure improvements and updates to 
industrial incentives. 

 
Over time, we’ve experienced the slow erosion of areas where industrial work 
can be done in this city. Any future study should leave no room for further 
reduction or de-emphasis. The entirety of the IBZs should prioritize industrial and 
manufacturing uses. Currently the legislation allows for portions of the IBZs to be 
classified as transition areas or growth districts, which could promote more office 
or other commercial use. We believe that, instead, the full area of each 
Industrial Business Zone should be mapped as Core Industrial Areas, 
allowing for these districts to utilize all newly made available tools and continue 
to be fully protected as the nerve center of our city’s vital industrial sector. 
Growth districts and transition areas should be reserved for M Zones that fall 
outside of IBZs.   
 



 
   
This is important legislation and we look forward, along with the other members 
of the Industrial Jobs Coalition, to being a continued partner in your efforts to 
sustain and grow New York City’s industrial sector. 

 
Sincerely, 

 

 
 
 

Brady Meixell 
Government Relations & Business Services Manager, SBIDC 



 

 

Testimony of Evergreen to 
NYC Council Committees on Economic Development 

June 29, 2023 
 
Evergreen Inc.: Your North Brooklyn Business Exchange is a membership organization that champions 
manufacturing, creative production, and industrial service businesses in North Brooklyn and beyond. We are 
testifying in support of Int. 1012, creating Industrial Action Plans (IDAP) for all NYC Industrial Business Zones.  This 
legislation requires DCP, SBS, and EDC to collaborate on a citywide Industrial Development Action Plan to support 
industrial development, expand and retain industrial businesses and jobs, and ensure coordinated planning for city 
infrastructure, green energy needs, and the efficiency and resiliency of supply chains for essential goods and 
services.   
 
In 2022 Evergreen staff served 185 individual businesses. Business clients looked to Evergreen for a wide variety of 
services; the most frequently requested services were business planning and assistance accessing financing and 
incentives. Evergreen was able to help six local firms apply for 23 different incentives. Twenty-nine firms sent 32 
attendees to our informational workshops and multi-week seminars. One hundred forty-two firms received one-
on-one assistance from Evergreen staff on over 198 issues. Evergreen helped 47 businesses qualify for 47 loans and 
grants for a total of $525,000 in financing, predominantly for ongoing pandemic recovery and working capital. 
Since 2007, our staff has helped local businesses obtain $62,122,523 in financing. In 2022 Evergreen helped 23 
Brooklyn businesses with 24 real estate inquiries. Additionally, Evergreen’s most recent development at 500 Stagg 
Street, a 10,000 square foot industrial warehouse building in East Williamsburg, became fully tenanted. Evergreen 
advocated for safer streets on issues like truck routes and bike lanes, and advocated on behalf of individual 
businesses on a variety of issues such as permits, tickets, graffiti removal, illegal dumping, utilities and signage. 
Overall, we helped 28 businesses navigate government agencies 32 times resulting in 22 successful outcomes. 
 
In addition to directly serving individual businesses, Evergreen serves as the voice for businesses in industrial North 
Brooklyn.  We represent their interests at public hearings and community meetings.  We bring elected officials, like 
the membership of your City Council committees, to meet our businesses and their employees so you can really 
understand the impact of the policies you develop. We advocate with City, State and Federal officials to help them 
understand the impact of the Superfund process on the local economy, and we educate the local businesses about 
how the process might affect them.  We continue to serve as the connection between the business and residential 
community for a variety of issues such as vehicle safety and truck routes.   
 
Evergreen’s programming meets the needs of North Brooklyn’s underserved small industrial businesses, 
particularly manufacturers helmed by minorities and women.  Our community needs the good-quality, industrial 
jobs that these firms provide. Nearly 40% of the North Brooklyn industrial workforce lives in the local area. These 
jobs, on average, pay residents 73% more than local retail establishments. Additionally, over 60% of manufacturing 
jobs offer benefits, compared with 30% of service jobs. Also, these jobs frequently do not require English 
proficiency or advanced education. Fifty-five percent of the local industrial workforce is foreign born and 65% is 
non-white.  Considering 20% of our local residents do not speak English, 31% live at or below the poverty line, and 
nearly 37% are on some form of public assistance, these jobs offer the best path to economic security for our 
community residents.  



 

 

 
We’re excited to work with the Speaker and the Council to ensure this bill truly protects and reimagines the City’s 
Industrial Business Zones (IBZs), allowing industrial businesses to remain and grow while enhancing the capacity of 
Industrial Business Service Providers (IBSPs) to advance economic equity and opportunity for every New Yorker.  
We want to ensure that the Industrial Development Action Plans created with this legislation are focused on 
expanding and retaining industrial businesses.  To that end we recommend the following improvements: 
 

o Removing the Growth districts and Transition areas from the planning framework for IBZs until Core 
area protections are established; 

o Making EDC the sole lead entity for the IDA planning process; 
o Identifying Industrial Business Solutions Providers (IBSPs) like Evergreen as lead partners in the 

planning process; 
o Including a goal of optimizing and growing industrial incentives; 
o Strengthening further potential levers for requiring or encouraging implementation or integration 

with other planning, such as ULURP actions in individual IBZs; and 
o Requiring regular reporting from the City outlining what actions they have taken to advance IDAP 

goals  
 
We believe that creating Industrial Action Plans for each Industrial Business Zone every 5 years can inform NYC and 
each Industrial Business Service Provider of local trends in each unique area and can ensure that services and 
program offerings are tailored to current business needs.   
 
Local industrial businesses will benefit from the wide-ranging interagency coordination required by the Industrial 
Action Plans.  At present, businesses deal with contradicting regulations from different agencies resulting in 
confusion and fines.  A more coordinated approach will improve regulatory function, and create a more fertile 
environment for businesses to grow.  The legislation requires the various relevant city agencies to assess current 
city policies to support and grow the industrial sector, analyze trends, growth opportunities and challenges it faces, 
and identify citywide goals and strategies to support the sector’s development and address its challenges.  This is 
an opportunity to coordinate a more unified policy focused on industrial business growth.   
 
Finally, we believe that this ongoing attention to the state of industrial businesses will help elevate the importance 
of these businesses and the high-quality working-class jobs they provide.  NYC cannot function without the goods 
and services that industrial businesses provide.  Whether it’s concrete, cabinetry and metalwork for new buildings, 
fresh bread delivered daily to hotels and restaurants or processing recycling waste created by NYC residents, these 
functions are essential to the existence of our city.  Ongoing study into the unique intricacies of each Industrial 
Business Zone will be informative and will remind New Yorkers how important these functions are to our collective 
existence.  Ultimately it will galvanize support to preserve them and develop policies to nurture their growth over 
the long term. 
 
 



John V. Santore - Testimony - Int. 1012-2023
Submitted on 6.29.23
johnvsantore@gmail.com

My name is John V. Santore, and I live in Sunset Park, Brooklyn. I support the goals of Int. No.
1012-2023 because I believe the New York City government should engage in more long-term,
transparent, and inclusive planning concerning the city’s industrial assets. I believe a lack of
such planning results in insufficient democratic engagement concerning redevelopment policy in
Sunset Park, numerous open questions regarding the city’s redevelopment decisions in the
neighborhood’s industrial zone, and private developers pursuing goals contrary to stated city
priorities. Furthermore, without consistently updated planning documents, past planning
guidance is unable to respond to new challenges and opportunities. This undermines the
relevance of proposals such as Sunset Park’s 197-A plan or NYCEDC’s “core four” tenanting
strategy.

I believe and take seriously the expertise and intentions of city planners and those involved in
economic development. But I think the very act of producing regularly updated planning
guidance forces the city to publicly explain what it wants to do, why it wants to do it, and how
effectiveness will be measured. This, in turn, gives the public a chance to help set development
goals, and establishes specific benchmarks against which future activities can be measured.

The following are specific examples I have collected concerning the Sunset Park and Red Hook
waterfront. I believe they show the consequences of a lack of clear, inclusive, and unified
industrial zone planning.

(1) There is currency a lack of publicly available data concerning projects in the IBZ,
including city-led projects:

Data collected by city agencies concerning local economic development is not released to the
public. The public is not involved in designing data-collection methods for projects. The data
collected is limited and does not provide an adequate picture of the local economic impact of
city projects and programs.

● Example: SBS data on the ITC Workforce1 Center (the most detailed data set available)
is private. Data released at meetings of the Sunset Park Task Force is selective and
superficial compared with the data available (see page 33 of the latest SPTF
presentation compared with data available from the actual data set).

● Example: EDC’s data on Brooklyn Army Terminal is private. The data does not include
information on local employment at the site or the quality of jobs produced; the
methodology is unclear; response rates for pre-2022 surveys are unclear (see: 2022
data, data from 2011-2019). This makes it impossible to evaluate EDC statements
concerning leasing at the property, such as this statement from slide 31 of the latest
SPTF presentation: “Of BAT’s approximately 4,000,000 SF of space, 3,676,860 SF is
leasable, and of that, 3,508,069 SF is leased (95%).”

mailto:johnvsantore@gmail.com
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● Example: MOME’s data on the Post Production Training Program and PA Training
Program has traditionally been private. Past information obtained via FOIL request
suggests BWI did not collect data as regularly as was required by an MOU signed with
the city, and shows the programs had reached few Sunset Park residents. (Note: This
recently released study, produced by Bloomberg Philanthropies and BWI, provides
additional detail on the Production Assistant Training Program, and could serve as a
model for future data disclosure.)

● Example: Meat Market tenanting data sets are private, and do not contain employment
data.

(2) Major redevelopment initiatives are taking place without meaningful public
involvement in their design.

Example 1: The Made in NY Campus
● MiNY was named, announced, and designed without the involvement of the public or

elected officials (see: related quote from Carlos Menchaca in July, 2019 and statement
from Rep. Velazquez’s office in March, 2022). NYCEDC and the Mayor (first Bill de
Blasio and now Eric Adams) are therefore using Sunset Park assets to promote specific
industries without public discussion or debate.

● In 2017, five local elected officials asked the Mayor for more public engagement
regarding the project, but those officials never commented on whether that engagement
happened to an adequate degree. (Also, NYCEDC responded, not the Mayor.)

● Since 2017, MiNY has expanded significantly in size and cost.
○ 2017 size and cost: 300,000 square feet, $136 million in public money
○ 2022 size and cost:

■ $323 million in public money (see: funding source is Mayoral capital
funding), plus $320 in private money from Steiner Studios (total: $643
million)

■ Unit A = 211,000 square feet, and Unit C = 160,000 square feet (total of
371,000 square feet)

■ Steiner Studios = 900,000 square feet
■ Unit D (Eastern Effects) = 70,000 square feet
■ Pier 6 = 226,500 square feet
■ Total size: 1,567,500 square feet,

● Neither the public nor its representatives have been able to influence the size and scope
of this project.

Issues concerning the South Campus (Steiner Studios Sequel project)
● There is a lack of public evidence supporting job projections. Steiner Studios does not

have data on the workforce operating within its studios at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, and
neither does NYCEDC.

● There is no public plan for monitoring local job training and hiring.
● There is no public discussion concerning the related high school training program or

nonprofit space (these CBA elements were created without public discussion)

https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/08/19/8-19-21-gaps-exist-between-miny-pa-training-program-data-and-requirements-of-2010-and-2012-mous/
https://bwiny.org/about/reports/
https://bwiny.org/about/reports/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/01/09/1-9-21-brooklyn-wholesale-meat-market-data/
https://edc.nyc/project/made-in-new-york-campus
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2019/07/22/7-22-19-audio-edc-presents-to-cb7-on-waterfront-projects/
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https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2017/02/14/2-14-17-state-of-the-city-mayor-de-blasio-creates-made-in-ny-manufacturing-campus-at-bush-terminal-in-brooklyn-for-film-and-fashion-industries/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/09/06/9-6-21-recap-made-in-ny-campus-now-at-1167500-sf-323-million-in-public-money-320-million-in-private-money/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2023/05/24/23-5-24-nyc-ibo-says-miny-budget-comes-from-mayoral-capital-funding/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2023/05/24/23-5-24-nyc-ibo-says-miny-budget-comes-from-mayoral-capital-funding/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/09/06/9-6-21-recap-made-in-ny-campus-now-at-1167500-sf-323-million-in-public-money-320-million-in-private-money/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/09/06/9-6-21-recap-made-in-ny-campus-now-at-1167500-sf-323-million-in-public-money-320-million-in-private-money/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/09/22/9-22-21-steiner-studios-miny-project-now-spans-about-900000-sf-plans-include-two-separate-sound-stages/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/06/21/6-21-21-edc-announces-60-million-project-to-bring-eastern-effects-to-the-made-in-ny-north-campus/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/06/21/6-21-21-edc-announces-30-million-project-to-reactivate-pier-6-in-sunset-park/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2022/06/18/22-6-18-nycedc-foil-response-suggests-support-for-steiner-studios-miny-jobs-projections-comes-from-july-2020-email-and-rfp-response/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2022/03/29/3-29-22-steiner-studios-shares-new-info-re-made-in-ny-campus-project/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2022/03/29/3-29-22-steiner-studios-shares-new-info-re-made-in-ny-campus-project/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2023/04/17/23-4-17-qa-with-nycedc-re-made-in-ny-campus/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2023/04/17/23-4-17-qa-with-nycedc-re-made-in-ny-campus/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2023/05/09/23-5-9-no-response-from-nycdoe-or-sunset-park-high-school-re-announced-film-and-tv-production-training-program-for-high-school-students-linked-to-miny-campus/


● The physical design of the Steiner Studios Sequel project has changed significantly
multiple times with insufficient public discussion (see these PDC documents, this recent
commentary from Steiner Studios, and this updated design document shared with PDC.)

Issues concerning the North Campus
● The use of Building C is unclear (How much will be light industrial? How much will be

fashion?)
● Leasing has taken place without public involvement. For example, the Slow Factory

lease was announced in February, 2022 without prior notice, and was canceled in 2023
without prior notice (CB7 was told in April, 2023 that the lease has been canceled, but
this was stated during Q&A, and was not included in the slideshow presented that day to
the Board). NYCEDC has provided minimal public comment as to why the Slow Factory
lease was canceled. NYCEDC also says that new

● There is no public discussion concerning Pier 6 (see: $2.5 million contract for Pier 6
engineering study), Building B, the Round House, the Power House, or the 51st Street
Rail Yard.

Example 2: The 65th St. Rail Yard and the IBX:
● Gov. Hochul’s January, 2022 press release on the IBX included support from State

Senator Andrew Gounardes and Brooklyn Borough President Antonio Reynoso, but not
from other local elected officials.

● In January, 2023, Gov. Hochul announced that the IBX project “will move forward.”
● The IBX feasibility study mentioned Sunset Park, but there has been minimal local public

discussion of the project. In fact, there has yet to be a local meeting on the IBX
discussing its impact on the community or IBZ properties, such as the Brooklyn Army
Terminal.

(3) Even relatively democratically designed projects are poorly understood by the public,
and there is a lack of documentation concerning how these projects connect to larger
state and federal industrial policy goals.

Example: The Equinor project at South Brooklyn Marine Terminal
● The way this project came together between 2015 and the present is poorly understood

by the public, making the process less likely to be repeated (assuming it should be). Was
the process transparent, inclusive, and democratic? How and why was the project
pivoted from earlier proposals (see: 2006 agreement and pre-2015 strategy) to its
current use?

● The role of the Sunset Park Task Force in this process is poorly understood. How did the
SPTF influence the creation of the RFP that led to this project, and the selection of the
RFP from Equinor? (Note: The Task Force itself, though created to help democratize
local planning, has lacked democratic legitimacy for some time. It met in an
off-the-record capacity for six years, and currently suffers from minimal public awareness
and engagement.)

https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2023/05/28/23-5-28-comments-from-steiner-studios-re-height-and-design-of-miny-campus-project/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2023/05/25/23-5-25-docs-from-pdc-re-steiner-studios-proposal-for-miny-campus/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2023/05/25/23-5-25-docs-from-pdc-re-steiner-studios-proposal-for-miny-campus/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TdRK_FjQZKtBk_KQS2jzC0-I1BYIZwZ1/view
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2022/02/14/2-14-22-release-mayor-adams-celebrates-new-york-fashion-week-by-announcing-creation-of-sustainable-fashion-jobs-in-brooklyn/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2023/04/17/23-4-17-qa-with-nycedc-re-made-in-ny-campus/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2023/05/08/post-23-5-8-nycedc-statement-re-slow-factory-lease-cancellation/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2023/05/28/23-5-25-docs-2-5-million-contract-for-pier-6-engineering-study/
https://new.mta.info/press-release/icymi-governor-hochul-releases-feasibility-report-interborough-express
https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-hochul-announces-public-transit-expansions-increase-access-affordability-and-safety
https://new.mta.info/project/interborough-express
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HQ52pFU23fkaBUMEEHJEIXJMJwg3QGpD/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-YLK70O0fPcdkauscNFUoFEa_9BnILND/view
https://sunsetparktaskforce.nyc/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c1Ln9QRhbxPh_ip8-RPXvQ4XJDTbUK7m/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8r5sFGz-yLcUDJhLU91cktPOWVqcWY0TlFwWjczMHVvMTF3/view?resourcekey=0-btMJf-Rwc8QvpbpjFFpXNg
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/06/16/6-16-21-sunset-park-task-force-will-host-first-public-meeting-on-june-22/


● The SBMT project has already brought major political officials to the neighborhood, such
as Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer and Secretary of Energy Jennifer Granholm,
but the public doesn’t understand how it might be tied to state and national energy goals,
such as those supported by the Inflation Reduction Act.

● How will this project impact Sunset Park going forward? How will jobs be monitored?
What other manufacturing activity might it be linked to?

● Job projections linked to the project have not been publicly substantiated. Consider the
following:
○ 9.27.21 – NYSERDA withholds data on SBMT job projection from 2021 State of

the State address
○ 6.22.21 – Governor’s FOIL office does not have information supporting SBMT job

projection; suggests contacting NYSERDA
○ 5.22.21 – Equinor provides comment re: SBMT job projections, but has not

substantiated or clarified numbers shown to CB7
○ 5.22.21 – No response from EDC to questions re: SBMT job projections shown to

CB7 in January, 2021
○ 5.6.12 – Doc: EDC’s investigation of Equinor’s SBMT job projections started with

call and email in September, 2019

(4) Without a public planning vision, those with power will make decisions on their own -
and these decisions may primarily benefit private investors.

Example 1: Last-mile warehouses
● Within just the last few years, millions of square feet of industrially zoned space in

Sunset Park and Red Hook have been transformed by developers into last mile
warehouses - facilities that increase local traffic, reduce air quality, lack job density, pay
poorly, and are run by vehemently anti-union companies, such as Amazon.
○ 6.14.21 – Distribution center information from Rep. Nydia Velázquez’s office
○ 22-8.14 – Report: New last-mile distribution center planned for 5714 1st Ave.

Example 2: The local impact of NYC’s Amazon HQ2 bid
● Along the Sunset Park and Red Hook waterfront, private developers offered huge

amounts of space to Amazon for what was at that time the nation’s highest profile office
project. This shows how willing private interests are to further deindustrialize the city’s
industrial areas when given a profitable chance to do so.

○ Industry City offered Amazon 4,000,000 square feet
○ Liberty View (Liberty Bklyn) offered Amazon 1,000,000 square feet
○ Thor Equities offered Amazon 794,777 square feet
○ Madison Realty Capital offered Amazon 511,000 square feet in the Whale

Building, located at 14 53rd St.
○ Madison Realty also offered Amazon 194,000 square feet in Sunset Yards,

located at 341 39th St.
○ In total, the owners of these five properties offered Amazon 6,499,777 square

feet for HQ2.

https://twitter.com/senschumer/status/1343627894560583684
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/06/30/6-30-21-does-granholm-highlights-need-for-place-based-climate-investments/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/09/27/9-27-21-nyserda-witholds-data-on-sbmt-job-projection-from-2021-state-of-the-state-address/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/09/27/9-27-21-nyserda-witholds-data-on-sbmt-job-projection-from-2021-state-of-the-state-address/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/06/22/6-22-21-governors-foil-office-does-not-have-information-supporting-sbmt-job-projection-suggests-contacting-nyserda/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/06/22/6-22-21-governors-foil-office-does-not-have-information-supporting-sbmt-job-projection-suggests-contacting-nyserda/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/05/22/5-22-21-equinor-provides-comment-re-sbmt-job-projections-but-has-not-explained-numbers-shown-to-cb7/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/05/22/5-22-21-equinor-provides-comment-re-sbmt-job-projections-but-has-not-explained-numbers-shown-to-cb7/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/05/22/5-22-21-no-comment-from-edc-re-sbmt-job-projections-shown-to-cb7-in-january-2021/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/05/22/5-22-21-no-comment-from-edc-re-sbmt-job-projections-shown-to-cb7-in-january-2021/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/05/06/5-6-12-document-first-equinor-jobs-data-supporting-presentation-to-cb7-on-the-companys-sbmt-project/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/05/06/5-6-12-document-first-equinor-jobs-data-supporting-presentation-to-cb7-on-the-companys-sbmt-project/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2021/06/14/6-14-21-distribution-center-information-from-rep-nydia-velazquezs-office/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2022/08/14/22-8-14-report-new-last-mile-distribution-center-planned-for-5714-1st-ave/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2019/03/27/3-27-19-industry-city-and-liberty-view-industrial-plaza-offered-amazon-5-mil-sf-for-hq2/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2019/03/27/3-27-19-industry-city-and-liberty-view-industrial-plaza-offered-amazon-5-mil-sf-for-hq2/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2019/10/25/10-25-19-in-2017-thor-equities-offered-amazon-entire-red-hoek-point-project-for-hq2/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2019/05/06/5-6-19-whale-building-and-sunset-yards-offered-amazon-705000-sf-for-hq2-project/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2019/05/06/5-6-19-whale-building-and-sunset-yards-offered-amazon-705000-sf-for-hq2-project/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2019/10/25/10-25-19-in-2017-thor-equities-offered-amazon-entire-red-hoek-point-project-for-hq2/
https://sunsetparkreports.wordpress.com/2019/10/25/10-25-19-in-2017-thor-equities-offered-amazon-entire-red-hoek-point-project-for-hq2/


Hello Chair Farías, Chair Salamanca, and Council Members,

I am JP Coyle, and for the past few years I have had the pleasure of managing
Workspace11. We are a design engineering and fabrication company specializing in
feature architectural work and fine art fabrication. We were founded by Ruth Shortt and
Norman Mooney as a facility for them to realize their personal art projects. Since 2006
they have built a team of skilled artists, artisans, architects, and designers who help us
realize large scale sculptural and architectural landmark projects both here and abroad.
Ruth and Norman have further opened up their studio with an artists in residency
program, Gowanus Projects to help artists both local and international to realize their
work through utilizing the facilities at Workspace11. We apply the same principles to
tackling a sculptural project as we do with our large scale architectural projects. People
come to us with their “hard to solve” problems and look to us for creative solutions. We
pride ourselves on being a one- stop-shop for design and value engineering while taking
an intuitive, solution oriented approach to fabrication and installation. We have had the
pleasure of working on projects like the Perelman Performing Arts Center at One World
Trade, Yale's iconic Beinecke library, and the new Powerhouse Arts building in
Gowanus. We continue to push ourselves into new, harder to solve, situations which
enable us to learn and grow as a collective.

We are encouraged to see City Council actively seeking to support industrial businesses
like ours. In recent decades, real estate pressures have made it extremely difficult to
sustain an industrial business in the city. As a business in South Brooklyn amidst a time
of extreme development, some businesses are being displaced. We are situated on the
salt lot in Gowanus, meaning we are one of the businesses that will be relocated as part
of the cleanup. We have bounced around Brooklyn a lot for the past 20 years. We
started in Dumbo, migrated to Williamsburg, then Greenpoint, and finally landed in
Gowanus which we hoped would be our final home. Luckily, after a long search, we have
finally found a new location in Gowanus which we will start our move into next week. It
was a struggle to accept that we needed to relocate again, but with the growing state of
the business we decided to look at it as a positive development opportunity to expand
our facilities.

As you consider this legislation, we hope that you think of businesses such as
Workspace11. We hope that the industrial development action plan process can create
the type of long-term planning across the city that prevents displacement of industrial
businesses and allows them to sustain and grow over time. Thank you!
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